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Advanced crafting techniques using a gilded fossil on the item adds a line to the implicit block of the fashion item with the inscription Item selling much more to suppliers. When you use vaal orb on an item, one line in an implicit block has a chance to turn into a damaged mod. So, for example, if you have
an astral plate or a stygian tyzawi with an item selling a lot more line vendors and use vaal orb, you can successfully corrupt the addition of the line and keep the original implicit as well. Using low ilvl to forcing vaal outcomes Damaged outcomes from the use of vaal orb have ilvl requirements. In many
cases, the most coveted ones are available with ilvl 1, such as No.1 to the level of the jewelry socket. Sometimes it is best to try and vaal low ilvl versions of the items to maximize the chances of hitting the most desired results. Using fortune-telling cards to purchase low base ilvl high base bases you can
turn into a set of fortune-telling cards that reward specific item bases (unique or otherwise) using a low-level character. the ilvl element will be that level of the character. So you can turn into a dark temptation set to get a low ilvl version of destruction. This combined with the next hack let's you have a clean
low base ilvl otherwise high ilvl elements. Turn in 5 damaged rare items to get a clean non-corrupt (and uniduous) version of the above method to get a low ilvl Obliteration, you can use vaal orb on it in the hope of kissing the unique in a rare damaged version. Then you turn this item and 4 other damaged
items of the same base to the supplier and get the pure uncorrupted Demon Horn back with the added delight of being the ilvl of the lowest elements curled up. Bypass the item ilvl with beasts When using either Farric Wolf Alpha or Farric Lynx Alpha or remove the set-top box to add a suffix or remove the
suffix to add a prefix, a fashion that can be added will not be limited to the ilvl item, but rather the ilvl beast. This allows you to roll high ilvl fashions on low ilvl bases. This is very handy in combination with the 2 above methods where you get a nice high lvl base, which is a low ilvl to force rolling specific
mods that are easier to roll on the low ilvl elements and then using the beasts to apply high ilvl mods to them. An easy way to get no 1 up to the level of the rosette gems on the bows If you have 2 suffixes on an unimmanized bow, you can craft can't roll attack mods, and if you slam the set-top box it will
always be one to the level of socketed gems. Dubbing the base of magical items Let's assume that you have the perfect 2 mod magic base. For example, jewelry foil 30 quality, with 3 white sockets, and tier 1 added flat Level 1 attack rate. First, you use Craicic Chimeral to create an item print. Then you
treat the mod to an item, after which you will use Fenumal Plagued Arachnid to divide the item into two points. If you're lucky (1/3 of the time), you'll get a split that One item with your t1 added physics and attack speed, and another with any mod you were treated to. Then you can use an imprint made
from the original item on one mod, and now you have 2 copies. Selling a damaged-influenced amulet with any gemstone will clean it you can sell any under the influence of an amulet with a gemstone of every color (red, green and blue) and you get back a clean Onyx Amulet even if it is damaged.
Blocking unwanted mods modgroup Before using a sublime ball, consider designing a mod if you have an open slot that will increase your chances of achieving your goal. For example, if you have a fully prefix dex armor with 2 empty suffixes and want to slam the dex on it. A common example is the
creation of a maximum mana on the subject before being elevated, as it is such a common affix. It is important to know that the block produces not TEXT fashion, but so-called fashionable groups. You can also check whether the mod created is part of the same modgroup as the mod that you don't need,
and create it to make sure it's blocked. Use the level element to your advantage Sometimes you can get a lot by focusing on the best level of element to use for craft. You can block a number of mods and/or mod levels from the pool using a copy of your item that has just the right level of item. Metaclifting
techniques of Divines and some specific other balls respect before / suffixes can not be changed, so you can use divine first roll suffixes and then craft suffixes can not be changed to block them in place and freely divine to roll suffixes. These meta fashions also work with scour balls, meaning you can
specifically remove prefixes or suffixes. This is what is known as metaclifting. It's quite expensive, but can be used to create the most powerful elements in the game. Optimize the gems alignment If you align Empower, Enlightenment or Improvement Gems, consider putting them in an item that has a % to
the quality of socketed gems to align them faster as the quality on these gems make them earn the experience faster. Double veiled items Using Aisling special craft bench in research security, you can add two veiled modifiers to your item. If you ever get that near-perfect item with just four affixes, you
could potentially give it 6 good affixes, not just a bench crafting one. These veiled fashions are not destructive, you remove them just like modifiers added through the craft bench. So unlike using the ball on the item you won't be stuck with the result! How to do it - run betrayal and get aisling in research, at
level two or three (three better, you'll have a better chance of getting two veiled mods). Once you have raided the asylum, use the betrayal crafting bench and talk from June to reveal your item and reveal new new modifiers on your item. Identified modifiers will always remain the same. This means that
once you see your options for the item, they won't change even if you try again. If the item has both the console and the suffix open, and you are unhappy enough to add just one veiled mod, it will randomly choose either suffixes or prefixes to reveal. You can use this to your advantage if your product has
both a set-top box and a suffix. Once you've seen both the suffix and prefix options (after refusing to add a second mod), you'll know what all the options are, and if the double veiling is worth it for you. If an item receives two affics of the same type (suffix or prefix), it will always give the same options when
opening once. I remember there was something in the uber lab that took corruption out of the objects or something, what was it? You can help with the wiki update for 3.12.0 - see Vicky's Exile Path:To-do/3.12.0. The export of game data will be more recent, as technical changes in addition to regular
changes will take some time. From the Way of Exile Vicky Damaged Sword with a white socket Damaged special modifier. Damaged items and strongboxes cannot be changed further with craft balls or restored to the Eternal Size OrbStack: 10 Creates an item imprint for a later restorationRightly click this
item and then left click on the item to create an imprint. This imprint can then be used to restore this particular item into that printed state. Shift click to decompose. imprint, except for sockets and references to the damaged item - they can be changed with the Crafting bench. The appearance of the
damaged modifier can be found on objects, strong boxes, monsters and areas. Items that the player uses size Vaal OrbStack: 10 Buy up the item by changing it unpredictably. Damaged items cannot be changed again. Shift click to decompose. will be damaged and may be altered otherwise in the
process. Items contained in the damaged strong box become damaged as if Vaal Orb were being used on each of them. Items can fall damaged from a variety of sources such as Vaal ships in Theal side areas, damaged strongboxes, corrupt storms, MachinariumMap level in Doryani: 76Map Tier: 9Guild
Character: Number of elements: (40%--60%) Rarity Point: (40%--60%)(20-50)% increase in experienceFound Items experience have a 10% chance of falling corrupt in AreaUnique Boss supplemented by player selectionS we've ever made our own demise. AtziriMap Level: 79Map Tier: 12Guild
Character: gChests have (2500-3500)% the enlarged RarityArea element does not contain monstersThe scaling drop is off. (Hidden) Found items have a (20-40) chance of falling damaged in the area Should I leave this mortal coil, so all my treasures. - Atsiri, queen of VaalTravel on this map, using it in
the lab templars or personal personal Device. Cards can only be used once., Vaal Omnitect, etc. Items that fall damaged have a significantly higher rarity bonus for affixes, outlets and links. Vaal's skill gems are inherently damaged, whether found in a Vaal vessel or in a strong Gemcutter box, or created
with Vaal Orb. Various items including Talismans, Breaking RingsProperties are doubled while in BreachCorrupted, Star WraeclastRequires Level 28 (20-30)% to fire resistanceI offer you an eternal oath that binds your heart to mine; connection that even death would not break. Will you accept? - Daresso,
to his sweetheart, Leaguestones, Easement Line (25-35) to the strength of the zlt; 1 to q to q 2 q random' corrupted' implicit modifiers'gt; implicit modifiers' implicit values of the triple-digit Requirement reduced by 100 (hidden) CorruptDo Vaal, The relationship between slave and master was as intimate
and unstable as that of lovers., and The Skin of the Lords: 20%Speed: -3%Item has no level requirements and Energy Shield (Hidden) Rosettes can not be changed to the level of Socketd Gems100% increase in global defenseY can only socket damaged gems in this itemItem has 6 sockets and
completely Random Keystone's bound (Hidden) Corrupt Lords are chosen so carefully. Only they can decorate His flesh. inherently damaged. The unique elements obtained by corrupting another element are of course damaged. These include Blood CorruptErs Level 20 (20-30) for StrengthGrants Level
10 Gluttony Elements SkillAdds from 19 to 43 Chaos Damage Attacks- (10-5)% for all elementary resistance (17-29)% Chaos ResistanceCorruptedIn My Dream, voice spoke to me. He said: My reach knows no bounds. Everything clean is destined to rot. All that life is destined to serve.'- Doryani,



Taumatturgist queen, Malahai Vision qualification: 20%Armor: 193Energy Shield: (237-297)Required level 68, 62 Str, 91 IntAdds (13-17) to (29-37) Chaos Damage (150-200) to Maximum Energy Shield (32-40)% to Cold Resistance (15-20) % to Lightning ResistanceRegenerate 250 Energy Shield per
second if all equipped items are damagedRegenerate 35 Mana per second if all equipped elements are damagedCorpvationWers men chase power like a stray dog to chase a rat. and some unique jewels. The Altar of Corruption in Locus Corruption (Tier 3 Corruption Chamber) in the Atzoatl Temple can
damage the item to add two damaged implicit modifiers or give it all white outlets, risking the destruction of the element. Sacrificing sacrificial GarbArmour: 329Evasion: 329Energy Shield: 64Movek Speed: -3%Required level 72, 66 Str, 66 Dex, 66 Int Gives Chance to Get Shadowstitch qualiti:
20%Armour: (1217-1546)Dodging: (1217-1546)Energy Shield: (236-300)Speed: -3%Required Level 72, 66 Str, 66 Dex, 66 Int has Random corrupted' implicit modifiers'gt;implicit mod (20-30) to all attributes (250-350)% increase in armor, evasion and energy ShieldRecover (3-5)% of life on KillRecover (3-
5) % energy shield on Kill- (6-4) % for all qlt; qgt; For each damaged item Equipped8% increased Maximum Energy Shield for each damaged item Equipped6% increased Maximum life for each damaged item EquippedItem has 6 sockets and completely connected (hidden)Damaged For sacrifice, they
were dressed in clothing that blurred the boundaries between this world and the next. The Lapidary Lens at the Doriani Institute (Hemcatter's Level 3 Workshop) in the Temple of Atoatle can be used to corrupt the gem twice. It won't roll the same result twice (Ex. You can't get a level 22 gem skills using
this method). Beastcrafting with Craicic Vassal allows you to corrupt the product and give it 30% quality. Some card fortune-telling kits can be exchanged for damaged items. Vaal lateral areas are inherently damaged. It is superficially used to refer to the nature of the area. Map bosses in areas generated
by damaged maps are also damaged. Damaged bosses can opt out of damaged items, Vaal or Vaal Fragments. List of damaged implicit homepage modifiers: List of damaged implicit Modifiers Label Axe1H Axe2H Bow Claw Dag Mace1H Scpt Mace2H Stff SwrdRaprrd Sw2H Wand Fish. Amlt Ring Belt
Kiv Schld Helm Glvs Boot Jwls 1 (35-60) Armor while stationary No. 31 (61-138) Armor while stationary 75 (139-322) Armor while stationary No.1 Adds (3-4) to (7-8) Cold Damage Spells and Attacks No. 31 Adds (6-9) to (13-16) Cold Damage Spells and Attacks No. 81 Adds (12-16) to (24-28) Cold
Damage Spells and Attacks No. 1 Adds (6-8) to (13-15) Cold Damage Bow Attacks No. 31 Adds (1) 14-18) to (27-32) Cold Damage Bow Attack No. 75 Adds (21-25) to (39-44) Cold Damage Bow Attacks No. 1 (35-60) Global Dodge Rating When Moving No 31 (61-138) Global Ranking of Displacement In
Moving No. 75 (139-3 Global Dodge Rating When Moving No. 1 Adds (3-5) to (7-8) Fire Damage for Spells and Attacks No. 31 Adds (7-10) to (15-18) Fire Damage for Spells and Attacks No. 82 Adds (13-18) to (28-33) Fire Damage for Spells and Attacks No. No 1 Adds (8-10) to (15-18) Fire Damage Bow
Attacks No. 31 Adds (17-22) to (17-22) to (15-18) Fire Damage Bow Attacks 33-39) Fiery Damage, Bow Attack No. 75 Adds (21-28) to (42-49) Fire Damage in Bow Attacks No. 1 Adds 1 to (14-15) Lightning Damage for Spells and Attacks No.31 Adds (1-2) to ( 27-28) Lightning Damage to Spells and
Attacks No. 83 Adds (1-5) to (50-52) Lightning Damage to Spells and Attacks 1 adds ( 1-2) to (27-28) Lightning Damage to Bow Attacks No. 31 Adds (2-5) to (58-61) Lightning Damage to Bow Attack No. 75 Adds (2-6) to (72-76) Lightning Damage to Onion Attacks 1 (8-10)% Increased Impact Area 75
Bow Attacks Fire Arrow Skills Chain No. 1 times 60 (20-25)% to critical impact multiplier during any flask effect 60 You can apply additional Curse No. 1 (3-5)% additional physical damage reduction while stationary 1 Skills Fire Extra Shell No. 56 Grants Level 21 Anger Skill No 1 (8-10)% Increased Attack
Speed No. 1 Can't Be Blinded 1 (4-5)% Chance to Block No. 1 You You You Catch damaged fish No 85 Bleeding can not be inflicted on you 60 Can not be ignited 60 can not be poisoned 1 (10-20)% increase in the rate of the cast 1 20% chance to cause bleeding on Hit (30-40)) % increased attack
damage against bleeding enemies - 1 (4-6)% chance to dodge hit attacks - 1 (5-7)% chance of getting an endurance charge, when you stun the enemy on Melee hit No. 1 (9-11)% chance to get Frenzy charge on Killing No. 1 (10-15)% chance of getting onslaught within 4 seconds on Kill % Chance to Get
Power Charge on Critical Strike 21 Clarity Skills No 50 0.5% from Cold Damage Leeched As Life, No 56 Grants Level 23 Behavior Skills 30 Curse Enemies With Level (10-12) Despair on Hit 30 Curse enemies with Level (10-10 Element Al Weakness on Hit 30 Curse of enemies with level (10-12) Enfeeble
on Hit 30 Curse of Enemies with Level (10-12) Temporary Circuit on Hit 30 Curse of Enemies with Level (10-12) Vulnerability at Hit No. 56 Grants Level 23 Desperation Skills No. 56 Grants Level 23 Determining Skills No. 56 Grants Level 23 Discipline Skills No. 60 (6-10)% Chance Dodge Attack Hits
When Moving No 60 (6-10)% Chance Dodge Spell Hits When Moving No.1 (8-10)% Extra Chance To Block Yet Double Wielding 1 Damage Penetrates (8-10)% Elementary Resistance - 50 0.5% of Fire Damage Leeched As Life 1 (5-10)% Increased Rarity Fish Caught 56 Grants Level 23 Flammability
Skills No 56 Grants Level 23 Frostbite Skills No 1 Get Frenzy Charge After Spending a Total of 200 Mana No. 1 to Level Marked Gems, 1 (25-30)% to Global Multiplication of Critical Strikes - 56 Grant Level 23 Grace - 56 Grant Level 21 Haste Skill - 56 Level Grants Level 21 Hatred Skill No 1 (15-20)%
Increased Effect area - 1 (25-30)% increased effect area - 60 attacks have 0.5-0.8% to critical strike Chance No. 1 (8-10)% increased attack speed 8-12)% increased attack speed during any flask effect No. 40 (30-40)% increased damage from burning No 1 (8-10)% increased speed in roles - 60 (8-12)%
increased speed in roles with any flask effect 40 (25-30)% increased effect Chill No 1 (35-40)% increased critical chance of impact during any flask effect No 1 (40-50)% increased damage effect 1 1 (05-60)% increased damage over time No. 1 (12-15)% increase in the duration of the skills effect No. 1 (8-
8-15) 10)% increase of the maximum energy shield No. 1 (15-25)% increased global physical damage - 1 (6-8)% increased the maximum life expectancy No. 1 (1.6-2)% of the maximum life expectancy No. 1 (1.6-2)% Lifespan, regenerated per second, 60 (8-12)% increased the speed of movement during
any flask Effect 40 Deal shells (20-25)% increase in damage for each time, when they chain 40 projectiles deal (8-10)% increase damage to each enemy Pierce 40 (25-30)% increase shock effect No 60 Spells have (0.5-0.8)% to critical chance of impact Cold Gems No. 1 No 2 to the level of dispersal of
Fiery Gems No. 1 No 2 to the level of socketed Lightning gems 50 0.5% from the damage lightning Leeched as life to (11-13) Chaos Damage No 84 Adds (8-11) to (19-23) Chaos Damage No. 1 Adds (6-8) to (13) -15) Cold Damage 27-32) Cold Damage (No 84 Adds (17-23) to (24-40) Cold Damage No
84 Adds (22-28) to (39-47) Cold Damage No. 1 Adds (8-10) to (15-18) Damage from (39-47) Cold Damage No. Fire 84 Adds (21-28) to (40-48) Fire Damage, No. 1 Adds (10-15) to (20-23) Fire Damage No. 31 Adds (23-27) to (34-43) Fire Damage4) to (45-53) Fire Damage No. 1 Adds (1-2) to (27-28)
Lightning Damage Damage - 1 Adds (2-3) to (30-34) Lightning Damage No 31 Adds (3-6) to (63-72) Lightning Damage No 84 Adds (4-8) to (89-92) Lightning Damage 1 Adds 1 to 2 Physical Damage No. 31 Adds (3-4) to (5-7) Physical Damage 31 Adds (4-5) to (6-8) Physical damage 5)% increased
attack rate 1 (5-7)% increased attack rate 1 (14-18)% increased critical strike chance - 1 (14-18)% increased critical strike chance No. 1 (14-18)% increased critical strike chance - 1 (10-15)% increased physical damage 20)% increase in physical damage No. 1 (10-15)% increase in physical damage
Range No. 40 (4-6) Mana received for each enemy, enemy, hit by your attacks from 60 to 1 to maximum endurance fees, from 60 to maximum fees for madness 80 1% to all maximum resistances - 1 (8-10)% increased speed - 1 profit (1 8-12) % of physical damage as additional cold damage - 1 will (8-
12) % of physical damage as additional fire damage No. 1 Profit (8-12)% of physical damage, as additional damage from lightning No 60 (6-8)% of physical damage from hits taken as cold damage No. 60 (6-8) % of physical damage from hits taken as damage from fire 60 (6-8)% of physical damage from
hits, Taken as a Lightning Strike 60 (6-8)% of physical damage from hits taken as Chaos Damage 56 Grants Level 23 Clean Ice Skills No 56 Grants Level 23 Clean Lightning Skills No 56 Grants Level 21 Clean Elements - 45 (4-6)% Reduction of Chaos Damage taken 45 (4-6)% Cold Damage Reduction
taken 20 (4-6)% reduction of damage to the area taken from hits from shells No. 45 (4-6)% reduced fire damage, taken 45 (4-6)% reduced lightning damage, taken 20 You take 50% reduced extra damage from critical blows when moving No 40 Resolute Technique - 1 Rosette Skills Gems get 90% Mana
multiplier 1 Rosette gems supported Level 10 Extra Precision Supported Level 1 Blood Magic - 1 Rosette Gems Supported Level 10 Faster Shells - 1 Rosette Gems Supported Level 10 Fortification 1 Rosette Gems Supported level 10 Onslaught Level 21 Anger Skills No. 20 No. 2 to The Level of Gems,
Aligned From The Outlets, 20 and 2 to the level of AoE 20 x 2 gemstones to the level of gemstones, 20 to the level of traps or gems, 20 x 2 to the level of gemstones for sockets, as well as 1 (4-6)% increased maximum lifespan0)% increased rarity of found objects - 84 (3-5)% increased number of found
items - 45 Anger (15-20)% increased effect a while - 45 Hatred has (15-20)% increased aura effect , 45 Definition has (15-20)% increased aura effect0)% increased aura effect - 1 (4-6)% increased intelligence (4-6)% increased agility increased Intelligence - 1 (14-16)% to all Elementary Resistance - 33
Damaged Blood can not be inflicted on you 40 You can not be hampered 1 (5-7)% increased effect of non-damaging ailments on enemies No 1 (4-5)% increased effect area No 1 (8-10)% increased global chance of critical impact No 1 (4-5)% increased damage 40 You can not be Maimed 1 Minions Deal
(4-5)% increase damage reduced Mana Reserved No 60 You can't be cursed with Silence and Version Version Change 3.10.0 Damaged implicits on belts that increase two different attributes are now mutually exclusive. 3.3.0 Added new damaged implicits that may appear on items damaged by Vaal
OrbsStack Size: 10Corrupt the item by changing it unpredictably, click this item, and then on the left click on the item to corrupt it. Damaged items cannot be changed again. Shift click on unstack., bringing the total number to about 176. Many of the old implicits were polished or moved to various items,
and some were disabled. Typically, damaged implicits are now more powerful on average. ? Links Links
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